Project Timeline & Deliverables

Task 1: Select a city and craft a GTF charter
(Set a WebEx meeting to select a city and create your GTF charter)
(Leadership)

Task 2: Identify an ecological challenge specific to your city
(Find an ecological challenge of your city that you can improve and make your city ‘smarter’)
(Leadership)

Task 3a: Identify the specific facets of the ecological challenge

Task 3b: Propose a behavioral and attitude change plan

Task 3c: Identify potentially valuable technology solutions

Task 4: Develop the website
(Describe the problem and advertise the solution; why will people engage in the solution and what effect will it have?)

Task 5: Evaluate the website
(Revise the website based off the feedback you have received)

Instructor Feedback

Task 5: Evaluation Plan
(Create evaluation plan for proposal’s effectiveness)

Journals
(1) GTF (4)
(2) Leadership (4)

Oct 5
250 word Abstract

Oct 12
Ecology 1 pg. summary

Oct 12
Psych 2 pg. summary

Oct 12
Business 2 pg. summary

Oct 26
Website

NOTE: There are also class specific deliverables